
In Part 1, you will install an RPKI Validator. There are a few validators available, and in this section, there are
steps for installing the RPKI-Prover Validator. For more detail about installing other validators refer to the
APNIC blog - https://blog.apnic.net/2019/10/28/how-to-installing-an-rpki-validator/

RPKI-Prover is a routing security initiative written in the Haskell programming language, for more information
refer to https://github.com/lolepezy/rpki-prover

The steps to complete this section are:

SSH to the server
Update software
Install required software
Install Stack
Install RPKI-Prover validator
Update RPKI cache

Login Details

Username apnic  and password training .

Lab Setup

For this lab, we will use RPKI-Prover as the relying party or the RPKI validator.

1. Login to the server (SSH using the username and password given above), where X is your group number:

ssh apnic@192.168.30.X

NOTE: Type yes  if asked about wanting to continue connecting

Password = training
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2. Update the repository

sudo apt update

3. Install the required software:

sudo apt-get install -y screen net-tools curl git rsync \
libz-dev libexpat1-dev liblmdb-dev liblzma-dev libgmp-dev libffi-dev

4. Download and install Stack

curl -sSL https://get.haskellstack.org/ | sh



5. Optional: Add ~/.local/bin to the path variable

mkdir -p /home/apnic/.local/bin
echo $PATH
tail -5 ~/.profile 
source "$HOME/.profile"
echo $PATH



6. Download the RPKI-Prover github repository

git clone https://github.com/lolepezy/rpki-prover.git

7. Install RPKI-Prover

cd rpki-prover
stack install rpki-prover:rpki-prover



NOTE: Please be patient as this will take a long time to complete

8. Create the folder structure to store the cache and Trust Anchor Locator (TAL) files

sudo ./mkdirs.sh /etc/rpki-prover
ls -lash /etc/rpki-prover



9. View RPKI-Prover's help

rpki-prover --help



NOTE: If this command doesnt work, it is because the path is not up to date. Try this command
~/.local/bin/rpki-prover --help

10. Enable a screen session and start RPKI-Prover and accept the ARIN Trust Anchor Locator (TAL)
agreement.

screen
sudo ~/.local/bin/rpki-prover --rpki-root-directory \
/etc/rpki-prover --agree-with-arin-rpa

Note: Make sure to read the ARIN Relying Party Agreement (RPA) at
https://www.arin.net/resources/manage/rpki/rpa.pdf before proceeding.

https://www.arin.net/resources/manage/rpki/rpa.pdf


This will take approxiamately 15 minutes to update. Wait until the message Validated all TAs appears
before proceeding to the next step.

Note: There may be some messages about validation failed or other types of error messages. These



can be ignored.

11. Detach from the screen session by pressing Ctrl+a d  and confirm system is listening on port 9999

netstat -ltnp
netstat -ltnp | grep 9999

12. Export the list of validated Route Origin Authorizations (ROAs) to a file

curl -s http://localhost:9999/api/vrps.csv | tee ~/rpki-prover-vrps.csv



13. View the first 10 validated ROA payloads

head ~/rpki-prover-vrps.csv

A list of Autonomous System Numbers (ASN), IP Prefix,and Max Length will be displayed.

14. To search for ROAs for APNIC Training's AS131107

grep -in AS131107 ~/rpki-prover-vrps.csv       

15. Optional: Sort the exported RPKI-prover's ROA payload outputs ready for comparison with another
validator's output.

Sort the output

cd ~/
sort rpki-prover-vrps.csv > rpki-prover-vrps_sorted.csv

To sort the file, and ignore the header row

16. Optional: Compare ROA output with another validator's output.

cat rpki-prover-vrps.csv | { head -n 1 ; sort; } > rpki-prover-vrps_sorted.csv    



Compare the output from Fort validator

diff -u fort_sorted.csv rpki-prover-vrps_sorted.csv

17. Stop the RPKI-Prover. Re-attach to the screen session and end the process by pressing ctrl+c

screen -r
ctrl+c



RPKI-Prover can act as an RTR server, to allow RPKI enabled routers to connect to it and fetch the validated
cache (ROA cache).

IANA has specified a standard port 323  for RTR, which would require running RPKI-Prover as root.
RPKI-Prover uses the default port 8283

To run RPKI-Prover as a RTR server listening on 192.168.30.X  (where X is your group number) and
the port 3323 :

sudo ~/.local/bin/rpki-prover --rpki-root-directory \
/etc/rpki-prover --agree-with-arin-rpa  --with-rtr --rtr-address 192.168.30.X \
--rtr-port 3323 --revalidation-interval 900 &

If you dont specify the revalidation-interval time, by default the local repo will be updated and re-
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validated every 13 minutes (However RFC8210 specifies 1 hour). The example above uses
15 minutes (900secs)  refresh time

Note: If an IPv6 address is configured on RPKI-Prover, you can listen on both by starting another RPKI-
prover process listening on another http API port, such as port 9998 :

sudo ~/.local/bin/rpki-prover --rpki-root-directory /etc/rpki-prover \
--agree-with-arin-rpa   --with-rtr --rtr-address 2001:0DB8::X \
--rtr-port 3323 --revalidation-interval 900  --http-api-port 9998 &

Confirm that RPKI-Prover is running. Verify using the following commands:

ps aux | grep rpki-prover
netstat -tulnp | grep 3323

For more detail refer to:

https://rpki.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ops/tools.html
https://github.com/lolepezy/rpki-prover

End of Lab
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